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CUSHION FILL OPTIONS
All of our cushion fill options are constructed with mold and mildew resistant materials
and designed to be used outdoor year round. They are wrapped in Dacron® to provide a
crown effect toward the center of the cushion and to assure a snug fit. Regardless of the
fill you choose, we recommend that cushions be covered or stored when not in use as dirt
and pollen build up can mold and stain. Covering and/or storing cushions will add many
years to their life. If cushions become wet, place on end in a dry, sunny area and unzip
where possible for quickest drying method.
STANDARD FILL
Densified Poly�ster Fiber: This fill option has the look and feel of medium
density foam and will allow any water that may seep through the outer casing to
easily drain. This fill is adequate for normal seasonal residential use; it is not
recommended for daily residential use or commercial applications.

WRAPPED FOAM OPTION (with BellBloc® Cushion Liners)
Interior Grade Foam: This fill option uses medium density foam encased
with BellBloc68®. BellBloc is a hydrophobic PET fabric liner which has been
developed specifically for outdoor, hospitality and residential markets. Using
BellBloc reduces regular maintenance and upkeep while fighting mold,
mildew and bacteria by eliminating moisture inside the cushion. BellBloc
demonstrates low strength loss to heat and UV, exhibits water and oil stain
repellency, is breathable and reduces mold and mildew.

EZ-DRI® FOAM OPTION
EZ-DRI® Foam: This premium fill option is made from the highest quality flow
thru foam available and thus gives you a firmer feel, excellent drainage and
durability. This fill option is recommended for commercial use.

Note: Apex and Horizon dining cushions come standard with the wrapped foam option and are
not available in standard or EZ-DRI® fills
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